
Safety Zone Safety Zone

Monday through Friday, 8:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. C.S.T.
De Lunes a Viernes de 8:00 A.M. a 5:00 P.M. C.S.T.

1-888-PLAYSTAR 
(752-9782)

We Will Gladly Help!  •  ¡Le Ayudaremos Con Mucho Gusto! • C’est avec joie que nous vous aiderons!

www.playstarinc.com
Du lundi au vendredi, de 8 h à 16 h EST(450) 699-3083 

PS 73601

PS 73602 PS 73603

Guide de sécurité et Instructions de montage
Safety Guide & Assembly Instructions

Directrices de Seguridad e Instrucciones de Construcción

Safety Zone
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Twice a month during play season:  Date: _________
Tighten all hardware.
Check all protective coverings on bolts, pipes, edges, 

  and corners. Replace if they are loose, cracked, or missing.
Rake and check depth of loose fill protective 

  surfacing materials to prevent compaction and to 
  maintain appropriate depth. Replace as necessary.

Once a month during play season:  Date: _________
Lubricate all metallic moving parts per 

  manufacturer’s instructions.
Check all moving parts including swing seats, ropes, 

  cables, and chains for wear, rust, or other 
  deterioration. Replace as needed.

At the end of each play season or when the 
temperature drops below 0º F:         Date: _________

Remove plastic swing seats and other items as specified 
  by the manufacturer and take indoors or do not use.

Rake and check depth of loose fill protective 
  surfacing materials to prevent compaction and to 
  maintain appropriate depth. Replace as necessary.

At the beginning of play season:     Date: ___________

Tighten all hardware.

Lubricate all metallic moving parts per 
  manufacturer’s instructions.

Check all protective coverings on bolts, pipes, edges, 
  and corners. Replace if they are loose, cracked, or missing.

Check all moving parts including swing seats, ropes, 
  cables, and chains for wear, rust, or other 
  deterioration. Replace as needed.

Check metal parts for rust. If found, sand and repaint 
  using a non lead-based paint meeting the 
  requirements of 16 CRF 1303.

Check all wood members for deterioration and 
  splinters. Sand down splinters and replace 
  deteriorating wood members.

Reinstall any plastic parts, such as swing seats or 
  any other items that were removed for the cold season.

Rake and check depth of loose fill protective 
  surfacing materials to prevent compaction and to 
  maintain appropriate depth. Replace as necessary.

INSTALLATION:

1. Follow the instructions provided, do not 
 alter its design in any way.
2. Place the equipment on level ground, 
 not less than 6' (1.8m) from any structure 
 or obstruction such as a fence, garage, 
 house, overhanging branches, laundry 
 lines or electrical wires. If the area 
 where you will be installing your play-
 set is not level, you must make it level.
3. Playsets must be anchored to the 
 ground. Follow the anchoring instruc-
 tions provided with your building kit. If 
 soil conditions permit anchors to be 
 pulled out easily, such as in sandy soil 
 conditions, cementing is required.
4. Tighten all bolts securely to the intended 
 member then cut off all protruding 
 threaded ends of bolts with a hack saw 
 flush to the end of the nut and 
 remove sharp edges with a metal file.

WARNING: Children must not use the 
playset until properly installed and proper 
shock-absorbing surfacing material is in place.

OPERATION:   Observing and 
following statements and  warnings 
reduces the likelihood of serious or fatal 
injury.

1. On-site adult supervision is recommended for  
 children of all ages.
2. Only one child, for each single planned 

 seat or single planned activity should 
 be allowed on this set at one time, with 
 a maximum weight of 105 pounds for 
 each child.

WARNING:  You must teach children the 
following:   
A. Not to walk close to, in front of, behind, 
 or between moving items.
B. Not to twist swing chains or ropes or loop 
 them over the top support bar since this may 
 reduce the strength of the chain or rope.
C. Avoid swinging empty seats.
D. To Sit in the center of the swings with 
 their full weight on the seats.
E. Not to use the equipment in a manner 
 other than intended.
F. Not to get off equipment while it is in motion.
G. Not to climb when equipment is wet.
H. Not to attach items to the playground 
 equipment that are not specifically 
 designed for use with the equipment 
 such as, but not limited to, jump 
 ropes, clothesline, pet leashes, cables 
 and chain as they may cause a 
 strangulation hazard.
I. Remove bike or other sports helmet 
 before playing on the playground  
 equipment.

3. Verify that suspended climbing ropes 
 are secured at both ends and that they 
 cannot be looped back on themselves. 
4. Never add extra length to chain or rope.  

 The chains or ropes provided are the  
 maximum length designed for the swinging  
 element(s).
 5. Dress children appropriately and do not 
 allow them to wear inappropriate items, 
 such as but not limited to, loose fitting 
 clothing, hood and neck draw strings,  
 scarves, cord-connected items, capes,  
 and ponchos.  These items can cause 
 death by strangulation. Provide well-  
 fitting and full enclosure footwear.    
 Examples of inappropriate footwear 
 are clogs, flip flops, and sandals. 
6. Verify that all suspended swinging 
 components have at least 8" clear-
 ance between the lowest point of 
 component and top of shock-absorbing 
 surfacing material.

WARNING:  Lawn swings are designed for use 
by children two years of age and older. Use 
by children under the age of two can result in 
entrapment between the seat and backrest.
NEVER place children in a rearward facing 
position or with legs between the seat and 
backrest because the child’s body may pass 
through the opening causing entrapment of the 
child’s head. 

DISPOSAL:
When the playset is to be retired from service, 
disassemble and dispose of in such a way that 
no unreasonable hazards will exist. Follow 
your local disposal requirements.

SAFETY

ANNUAL MAINTENANCE CHECKLIST
(Copy this section as needed and maintain for your records or visit www.playstarinc.com/maintenance)

 Owner shall be responsible for maintaining the legibility of any warning labels.
If any of these conditions exist, call 1-888-752-9782 for ordering information.

Clean plastic components with warm water and a mild detergent such as dish soap.

2H 2H

Denotes Use Zone with Protective Surfacing

Use Zone for Single-Axis Swings

6 ft.

6 ft.

The Consumer Product Safety Commission provides the
following consumer information for your Home Playground Equipment

• This product is intended for single-family residential 
 use only, by children ages two to ten and a maxi-
 mum weight of 105 pounds. Any recommendation 
 over 10 years of age or 105 pounds exceeds the 
 upper limits specified in the American Society for 
 Testing and Materials (ASTM) Home Playground 
 Safety Standard. In order for PlayStar to comply 
 with the ASTM Standard, we cannot recommend 
 anyone above these limits.

• It is a misuse of this product when installed or used 
 in places of public assembly such as schools or parks.

 Select Protective Surfacing

 Poured-In-Place Surfaces or 
 Pre-Manufactured Rubber Tiles

 Placement

 NOTE: Do not install home playground 
equipment over concrete, asphalt, 
packed earth, grass, carpet or any 
other hard surface. A fall onto a hard 
surface can result in serious injury 
or death to the equipment user. 
Grass and dirt are not considered 
protective surfacing because wear 
and environmental factors can reduce 
their shock absorbing effectiveness. 
Carpeting and thin mats are generally 
not adequate protective surfacing. 
Ground level equipment -- such as a 
sandbox, activity wall, playhouse or 
other equipment that has no elevated 
play surface -- does not need any 
protective surfacing.

• Maintain a minimum depth of 9 inches of 
 loose-fill materials such as wood mulch / 
 chips, engineered wood fiber (EWF), or 
 shredded/recycled rubber mulch for 

PlayStar Playsets require fall-height 
protection from eight feet.

 equipment up to 8 feet high. NOTE: An 
 initial fill level of 12 inches will compress 
 to about a 9-inch depth of surfacing over 
 time. The surfacing will also compact, 
 displace, and settle, and should be 
 periodically refilled to maintain at least a 
 9-inch depth.
• Use containment, such as digging out 
 around the perimeter and/or lining the 
 perimeter with landscape edging. Don’t 
 forget to account for water drainage.
• Check and maintain the depth of the 
 loose-fill surfacing material. To maintain 
 the right amount of loose-fill materials, 
 mark the correct level on play equipment 
 support posts. That way you can easily 
 see when to replenish and/or redistribute 
 the surfacing.
• Do not install loose fill surfacing over 
 hard surfaces such as concrete or asphalt.

 This height should be equal to or greater 
 than the fall height - vertical distance 
 between a designated play surface 
 (elevated surface for standing, sitting, or 
 climbing) and the protective surfacing 
 below - of your play equipment.
• Check the protective surfacing frequently 
 for wear.

• Follow the instructions provided, do not alter its 
 design in any way.

• Construction requires at least two adults capable of 
 heavy lifting.

• Thoroughly read all safety instructions before 
 beginning.

• Children must remain clear of construction site until 
 this product is properly installed and ready for use.

• Save these instructions in the event the 
 manufacturer has to be contacted.

Proper placement and maintenance of 
protective surfacing is essential. 
Be sure to;
• Extend surfacing at least 6 feet from the 
 equipment in all directions.
• For to-fro swings, extend protective 
 surfacing in front of and behind the 
 swing to a distance equal to twice the 
 height of the top bar from which the 
 swing is suspended.

SAFETY

 Loose-Fill Materials

You may be interested in using surfacing 
other than loose-fill materials -- like rubber 
tiles or poured-in-place surfaces.
• Installations of these surfaces generally 
 require a professional and are not 
 "do-it-yourself" projects.
• Review surface specifications before 
 purchasing this type of surfacing. Ask the 
 installer/manufacturer for a report showing 
 that the product has been tested to the 
 following safety standard: ASTM F1292 
 Standard Specification for Impact 
 Attenuation of Surfacing Materials within 
 the Use Zone of Playground Equipment. 
 This report should show the specific 
 height for which the surface is intended 
 to protect against serious head injury. 

One of the most important things you can 
do to reduce the likelihood of serious 
head injuries is to install shock-absorbing 
protective surfacing under and around your 
play equipment. The protective surfacing 
should be applied to a depth that is suitable 
for the equipment height in accordance with 
ASTM F1292. There are different types of 
surfacing to choose from; whichever
product you select, follow these guidelines:

20181204
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Twice a month during play season:  Date: _________
Tighten all hardware.
Check all protective coverings on bolts, pipes, edges, 

  and corners. Replace if they are loose, cracked, or missing.
Rake and check depth of loose fill protective 

  surfacing materials to prevent compaction and to 
  maintain appropriate depth. Replace as necessary.

Once a month during play season:  Date: _________
Lubricate all metallic moving parts per 

  manufacturer’s instructions.
Check all moving parts including swing seats, ropes, 

  cables, and chains for wear, rust, or other 
  deterioration. Replace as needed.

At the end of each play season or when the 
temperature drops below 0º F:         Date: _________

Remove plastic swing seats and other items as specified 
  by the manufacturer and take indoors or do not use.

Rake and check depth of loose fill protective 
  surfacing materials to prevent compaction and to 
  maintain appropriate depth. Replace as necessary.

At the beginning of play season:     Date: ___________

Tighten all hardware.

Lubricate all metallic moving parts per 
  manufacturer’s instructions.

Check all protective coverings on bolts, pipes, edges, 
  and corners. Replace if they are loose, cracked, or missing.

Check all moving parts including swing seats, ropes, 
  cables, and chains for wear, rust, or other 
  deterioration. Replace as needed.

Check metal parts for rust. If found, sand and repaint 
  using a non lead-based paint meeting the 
  requirements of 16 CRF 1303.

Check all wood members for deterioration and 
  splinters. Sand down splinters and replace 
  deteriorating wood members.

Reinstall any plastic parts, such as swing seats or 
  any other items that were removed for the cold season.

Rake and check depth of loose fill protective 
  surfacing materials to prevent compaction and to 
  maintain appropriate depth. Replace as necessary.

INSTALLATION:

1. Follow the instructions provided, do not 
 alter its design in any way.
2. Place the equipment on level ground, 
 not less than 6' (1.8m) from any structure 
 or obstruction such as a fence, garage, 
 house, overhanging branches, laundry 
 lines or electrical wires. If the area 
 where you will be installing your play-
 set is not level, you must make it level.
3. Playsets must be anchored to the 
 ground. Follow the anchoring instruc-
 tions provided with your building kit. If 
 soil conditions permit anchors to be 
 pulled out easily, such as in sandy soil 
 conditions, cementing is required.
4. Tighten all bolts securely to the intended 
 member then cut off all protruding 
 threaded ends of bolts with a hack saw 
 flush to the end of the nut and 
 remove sharp edges with a metal file.

WARNING: Children must not use the 
playset until properly installed and proper 
shock-absorbing surfacing material is in place.

OPERATION:   Observing and 
following statements and  warnings 
reduces the likelihood of serious or fatal 
injury.

1. On-site adult supervision is recommended for  
 children of all ages.
2. Only one child, for each single planned 

 seat or single planned activity should 
 be allowed on this set at one time, with 
 a maximum weight of 105 pounds for 
 each child.

WARNING:  You must teach children the 
following:   
A. Not to walk close to, in front of, behind, 
 or between moving items.
B. Not to twist swing chains or ropes or loop 
 them over the top support bar since this may 
 reduce the strength of the chain or rope.
C. Avoid swinging empty seats.
D. To Sit in the center of the swings with 
 their full weight on the seats.
E. Not to use the equipment in a manner 
 other than intended.
F. Not to get off equipment while it is in motion.
G. Not to climb when equipment is wet.
H. Not to attach items to the playground 
 equipment that are not specifically 
 designed for use with the equipment 
 such as, but not limited to, jump 
 ropes, clothesline, pet leashes, cables 
 and chain as they may cause a 
 strangulation hazard.
I. Remove bike or other sports helmet 
 before playing on the playground  
 equipment.

3. Verify that suspended climbing ropes 
 are secured at both ends and that they 
 cannot be looped back on themselves. 
4. Never add extra length to chain or rope.  

 The chains or ropes provided are the  
 maximum length designed for the swinging  
 element(s).
 5. Dress children appropriately and do not 
 allow them to wear inappropriate items, 
 such as but not limited to, loose fitting 
 clothing, hood and neck draw strings,  
 scarves, cord-connected items, capes,  
 and ponchos.  These items can cause 
 death by strangulation. Provide well-  
 fitting and full enclosure footwear.    
 Examples of inappropriate footwear 
 are clogs, flip flops, and sandals. 
6. Verify that all suspended swinging 
 components have at least 8" clear-
 ance between the lowest point of 
 component and top of shock-absorbing 
 surfacing material.

WARNING:  Lawn swings are designed for use 
by children two years of age and older. Use 
by children under the age of two can result in 
entrapment between the seat and backrest.
NEVER place children in a rearward facing 
position or with legs between the seat and 
backrest because the child’s body may pass 
through the opening causing entrapment of the 
child’s head. 

DISPOSAL:
When the playset is to be retired from service, 
disassemble and dispose of in such a way that 
no unreasonable hazards will exist. Follow 
your local disposal requirements.

SAFETY

ANNUAL MAINTENANCE CHECKLIST
(Copy this section as needed and maintain for your records or visit www.playstarinc.com/maintenance)

 Owner shall be responsible for maintaining the legibility of any warning labels.
If any of these conditions exist, call 1-888-752-9782 for ordering information.

Clean plastic components with warm water and a mild detergent such as dish soap.

2H 2H

Denotes Use Zone with Protective Surfacing

Use Zone for Single-Axis Swings

6 ft.

6 ft.

The Consumer Product Safety Commission provides the
following consumer information for your Home Playground Equipment

• This product is intended for single-family residential 
 use only, by children ages two to ten and a maxi-
 mum weight of 105 pounds. Any recommendation 
 over 10 years of age or 105 pounds exceeds the 
 upper limits specified in the American Society for 
 Testing and Materials (ASTM) Home Playground 
 Safety Standard. In order for PlayStar to comply 
 with the ASTM Standard, we cannot recommend 
 anyone above these limits.

• It is a misuse of this product when installed or used 
 in places of public assembly such as schools or parks.

 Select Protective Surfacing

 Poured-In-Place Surfaces or 
 Pre-Manufactured Rubber Tiles

 Placement

 NOTE: Do not install home playground 
equipment over concrete, asphalt, 
packed earth, grass, carpet or any 
other hard surface. A fall onto a hard 
surface can result in serious injury 
or death to the equipment user. 
Grass and dirt are not considered 
protective surfacing because wear 
and environmental factors can reduce 
their shock absorbing effectiveness. 
Carpeting and thin mats are generally 
not adequate protective surfacing. 
Ground level equipment -- such as a 
sandbox, activity wall, playhouse or 
other equipment that has no elevated 
play surface -- does not need any 
protective surfacing.

• Maintain a minimum depth of 9 inches of 
 loose-fill materials such as wood mulch / 
 chips, engineered wood fiber (EWF), or 
 shredded/recycled rubber mulch for 

PlayStar Playsets require fall-height 
protection from eight feet.

 equipment up to 8 feet high. NOTE: An 
 initial fill level of 12 inches will compress 
 to about a 9-inch depth of surfacing over 
 time. The surfacing will also compact, 
 displace, and settle, and should be 
 periodically refilled to maintain at least a 
 9-inch depth.
• Use containment, such as digging out 
 around the perimeter and/or lining the 
 perimeter with landscape edging. Don’t 
 forget to account for water drainage.
• Check and maintain the depth of the 
 loose-fill surfacing material. To maintain 
 the right amount of loose-fill materials, 
 mark the correct level on play equipment 
 support posts. That way you can easily 
 see when to replenish and/or redistribute 
 the surfacing.
• Do not install loose fill surfacing over 
 hard surfaces such as concrete or asphalt.

 This height should be equal to or greater 
 than the fall height - vertical distance 
 between a designated play surface 
 (elevated surface for standing, sitting, or 
 climbing) and the protective surfacing 
 below - of your play equipment.
• Check the protective surfacing frequently 
 for wear.

• Follow the instructions provided, do not alter its 
 design in any way.

• Construction requires at least two adults capable of 
 heavy lifting.

• Thoroughly read all safety instructions before 
 beginning.

• Children must remain clear of construction site until 
 this product is properly installed and ready for use.

• Save these instructions in the event the 
 manufacturer has to be contacted.

Proper placement and maintenance of 
protective surfacing is essential. 
Be sure to;
• Extend surfacing at least 6 feet from the 
 equipment in all directions.
• For to-fro swings, extend protective 
 surfacing in front of and behind the 
 swing to a distance equal to twice the 
 height of the top bar from which the 
 swing is suspended.

SAFETY

 Loose-Fill Materials

You may be interested in using surfacing 
other than loose-fill materials -- like rubber 
tiles or poured-in-place surfaces.
• Installations of these surfaces generally 
 require a professional and are not 
 "do-it-yourself" projects.
• Review surface specifications before 
 purchasing this type of surfacing. Ask the 
 installer/manufacturer for a report showing 
 that the product has been tested to the 
 following safety standard: ASTM F1292 
 Standard Specification for Impact 
 Attenuation of Surfacing Materials within 
 the Use Zone of Playground Equipment. 
 This report should show the specific 
 height for which the surface is intended 
 to protect against serious head injury. 

One of the most important things you can 
do to reduce the likelihood of serious 
head injuries is to install shock-absorbing 
protective surfacing under and around your 
play equipment. The protective surfacing 
should be applied to a depth that is suitable 
for the equipment height in accordance with 
ASTM F1292. There are different types of 
surfacing to choose from; whichever
product you select, follow these guidelines:
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(1) LT 7000

(6) FC 3217

Playset
Anchor

FC 3217

Sturdy-Frame Brace

FP 2054

(2) FP 2054

(2)

(2)

PS 73601

(1)

(1)
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(1)
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(1)
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(1)

(2)

(1) LT 7000

(5) FC 3217

Playset
Anchor

FC 3217

Sturdy-Frame Brace

FP 2054

(2) FP 2054

PS 73602

(1)

(1)
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(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)
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Sturdy-Frame Brace

FP 2054

(2) FP 2054

PS 73603

(1)

(5) FC 3217

Playset
Anchor

FC 3217

(1)

(1)

(1)

(2)

(1) LT 7000
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Z/v"Z/,"#2,3 C/,"

³�₈" lock nut 

HW 1411

(16) C/,"

³�₈" x 1" 
hex bolt

³�₈" x 3" lag screw HW 1219   SCREW LAG HDG 3/8 X 1 1/2

HW 1219

(4)  C/," x 1Z/x" #14 x 1¹�₄"
pan head screwHW 1219   SCREW LAG HDG 3/8 X 1 1/2

HW 1212

(4) #14 x 1Z/v"
#8 x ⁵�₈" 

truss head
screw

HW 1223

(4) #8 x B/,"

³�₈" washer

HW 1301

(36) C/,"

³�₈" x 1¹�₄" 
hex bolt (1)

HW 1536

(2)  C/," x 1Z/v"

³�₈" x 3¹�₂" hex bolt HW 1527  BOLT HEX HDG 3/8-16 X 3 1/2

HW 1527

(14)  C/," x 3Z/x"

All Design Options

3-prong T-nut

HW 1474(2)

#14 x 1¹�₄"
pan head screw

¹�₄" split lock
washer 

(2)
HW 1309

Z/v"

¹�₄" x 1" 
machine screw

(2)

HW 1217

Z/v" x 1"

(Additional hardware included. All quantities may not be used.)
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Assembly Process Icon Glossary

Secure screw (flush to top) with bit size shown.

Place tower or component in desired location.

Secure hardware with socket/wrench size shown.

Drill through board at correct location with countersink tool and bit size shown.

Pre-drill into second board with correct depth and bit size shown.
Use pre-drilled & countersunk board as template.

Screw hardware into board or ground using shaft of screwdriver for better leverage.

Drill down the depth shown into board at correct locations using bit size shown.
You may use any bracket as a drill template.

(Icons are used throughout instructions to indicate process for each step.)

Mark board with measurement shown for location on this step.
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CAUTION: These boards should be pre-drilled 
and countersunk to avoid cracking. Adjust 
countersink tool to width of first board to 
countersink to proper depth. Pre-drill into 
second board using first board as a template 
before attaching.

CAUTION: Spacing between boards must be 
less than 1/4" or a finger entrapment could exist.

CAUTION: Spacing between boards must be 
less than 3Z/x" (or greater than 9") or a head/
neck entrapment could exist.

CAUTION: Ground must be level. Installation on 
a hill or incline will create unsafe conditions.

CAUTION: Minimum spacing is required from the 
closest point of all other rides or stationary objects.

CAUTION: Use two people to rotate, lift or support 
structure at this step to avoid injury to yourself or 
bending of brackets.

CAUTION: Failure to anchor properly could cause 
serious injury. Anchors must be placed below the 
level of the shock-absorbing surfacing material 
to prevent tripping or injury resulting from a fall. 
If soil conditions permit anchors to be pulled 
out easily, such as in sandy soil conditions, 
cementing is required. If your ground is too 
hard to screw in the anchors you can remove 
the earth with a shovel. Install the anchors and 
compact the earth as you replace it. 

CAUTION: Use wrench to tighten Quick-Link 
Connectors. Failure to tighten Quick-Links securely 
could result in injury.

Safety Warning Glossary
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Customize the height 
of your chain in the 
Adjustment Zone to 
fit your child.

Adjustment 
Zone

Swings & RingsSafety Plaque

#8 x ⁵�₈" 
truss head

screw

HW 1223

(4) #8 x B/,"

(1) LT 7000

Place on Swing Beam or in 
prominent location on Playset.

Be sure boards/brackets are tight against each other.
0

Be sure boards/components are spaced the distance listed.
Z/,

Do not..._______.

Be sure boards are flush.

Be sure to equally space.

This helps with assembly process.

Make sure boards remain square. Assembly process should take place on flat surface.

Helpful Hints

Be sure boards rest on the ground.
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Swings & Rings

Swing Beam - All Design Options

1

³�₈" washer

HW 1301

(16)  C/," ³�₈" lock nut 
HW 1411

(8)  C/,"

Sturdy-Frame Brace

FP 2054

FP 2054(1)

³�₈" x 3¹�₂" hex bolt HW 1527  BOLT HEX HDG 3/8-16 X 3 1/2

HW 1527

(8)  C/," x 3Z/x"

If you do not have saw 
horses, rest beam on 
the ground.

Bronze 
pictured.
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2

³�₈" lock nut 

HW 1411

(1) C/,"

³�₈" washer

HW 1301

(2) C/,"

³�₈" x 3¹�₂" hex bolt HW 1527  BOLT HEX HDG 3/8-16 X 3 1/2

HW 1527

(1)  C/," x 3Z/x"

Bronze 
pictured.
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3

³�₈" washer

HW 1301

(8)  C/," ³�₈" lock nut 
HW 1411

(4)  C/,"

³�₈" x 3¹�₂" hex bolt HW 1527  BOLT HEX HDG 3/8-16 X 3 1/2

HW 1527

(4)  C/," x 3Z/x"

Sturdy-Frame Brace

FP 2054

FP 2054(1)

Bronze 
pictured.
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4

³�₈" lock nut 

HW 1411

(1) C/,"

³�₈" washer

HW 1301

(2) C/,"

³�₈" x 3¹�₂" hex bolt HW 1527  BOLT HEX HDG 3/8-16 X 3 1/2

HW 1527

(1)  C/," x 3Z/x"

Bronze 
pictured.
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Playset
Anchor

FC 3217

FC 3217

(4)

1

2

3

4

³�₈" x 1" 
hex bolt

³�₈" x 3" lag screw HW 1219   SCREW LAG HDG 3/8 X 1 1/2
³�₈" washer

HW 1219

HW 1301(4) (4) C/," x 1Z/x"

Anchoring

Bronze 
pictured.
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6

1

7

4

2

3

5

3-prong T-nut

HW 1474(2)

1Z/x"

Line up 
center
hole.

#14 x 1¹�₄"
pan head screwHW 1219   SCREW LAG HDG 3/8 X 1 1/2

HW 1212

(1) #14 x 1Z/v"

8

Slide
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#14 x 1¹�₄"
pan head screw

¹�₄" split lock
washer 

(2)
HW 1309

Z/v"

¹�₄" x 1" 
machine screw

(2)

HW 1217

Z/v" x 1"

#14 x 1¹�₄"
pan head screwHW 1219   SCREW LAG HDG 3/8 X 1 1/2

HW 1212

(1) #14 x 1Z/v"

Removed 
in step 8.

(1)

³�₈" x 1¹�₄" 
hex bolt (1)

 C/," x 1Z/v"

HW 1536

10

1"

³�₈" lock nut 
HW 1411

(1)  C/,"
³�₈" washer

HW 1301

(2)  C/,"

9

Fill in around bottom of slide to make 
surface level to surrounding grade.

11

12

Playset
Anchor

FC 3217

FC 3217(1)

HW 1212
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Thank you for choosing PlayStar.
Because it is our intention to make this a positive family experience,

we have taken great care in preparing this product. 

Do not return to the store.
Should you have any questions, or if we can assist you in any way, please call our 

friendly Customer Service Department for immediate action. 

Gracias por escoger PlayStar.
Es nuestra intención hacer de esto una experiencia familiar positiva,

por eso hemos puesto mucho cuidado al preparar este producto.

No lo devuelva a la tienda.
En caso de que usted tenga cualquier duda, o si podemos ayudarle de cualquier 

manera, por favor llame a nuestro Departamento de Servicio a Clientes para asistirlo 
inmediata y amigablemente.

Merci d’avoir choisi PlayStar.
Notre intention étant de faire en sorte qu’il s’agisse pour vous d’une expérience 

familiale positive, nous avons préparé ce produit avec le plus grand soin.

Ne pas retourner le produit au magasin.
Si vous avez des questions, ou si nous pouvons vous être utiles de quelque façon que 

ce soit, appelez notre amical service après-vente pour une assistance immédiate.


